Hand to Hand Self Defense Seminar
Plus Weapons Defense & Retention
Taught by World Famous Self Defense Expert
Coach David Alexander
See more at CoachDavidAlexander.com
(visited by over 60 different countries)
Date & Time: TBD

Place: TBD

Limited Spots Available! You must be signed up and pre-paid in advance to attend.

The FASTEST and EASIEST to Learn Hand to Hand Self Defense and Weapons Defense and
Retention System in the World! Do not be a victim! Learn to survive a violent attack
against a weapon or someone with vicious intent (murder/rape).

SEMINAR TOPICS:
- How to end the threat in less than 4 seconds. (This is no joke! There is a “SECRET” to do this correctly and I will
teach you this secret!
- How to survive against a gun.
- How to survive against a knife.
- How to survive against a club.
- The FASTEST and EASIEST way to disarm an attacker.
- Two of the Most UNIQUE methods of retaining or obtaining your firearm in a scramble.
- How to take out and survive against MULTIPLE ATTACKER’S with WEAPONS.
- How to protect your loved ones against a psychopath.
- There’s a huge difference between “fighting for your life” and “trying not to get stabbed”…make sure you know
the difference!
- Learn how to properly use a knife or club to defeat your attacker. This is an eye opening lesson. If you’re
learning fancy knife or club moves, you are probably a dead man in a real fight.
- Q & A with Self Defense Expert Coach David Alexander

WARNING!!! You must stop when you feel that the threat is neutralized in the eyes of the law. What I teach
will seriously injure or even kill. If you’re uneasy about taking someone’s life to save your own or someone
you love, then this is not the system for you. Go home, board up your windows, lock your doors, buy a few
pit bulls, drudge a moat and NEVER, EVER GO OUTSIDE!

For more info email Coach David Alexander at coachalexander@gmail.com

This seminar is sponsored
by: TBD

